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gUest coLUMn

Relationship 
Networking 101

A quiet, slow and steady introvert wins the net-

working race. And that’s a strange way to begin 

because few people equate networking with a 

shy, crowd-averse personality trait. What seems 

to scare most people away from the idea of net-

working can almost always be attributed to a fear 

of huge get-togethers with a sea of nameless and 

unknown faces. The vision of a drowning person 

getting sucked deeper into a quagmire abyss of 

sardine-packed bodies flailing cocktails and glad-

handing can seem like a zombie party to most 

AEC professionals. That may be why network-

ing gets rejected by the poor soul who has been 

tossed more than a few times into the random 

world of attending events.   

However, in reality, a well-orchestrated plan for 

networking, properly executed and implemented, 

suits an introvert’s personality perfectly. Research 

shows that a modest, humble person gains trust 

over the pushy, loud braggart. Relationships get 

built on an intimate level over time. 

To begin with relationship networking, every 

company needs a focused strategic plan, organiza-

tion chart, marketing plan and budget. For this plan 

to work, it’s important to set aside time for upfront 

exercises to set goals. Think: What kind of work 

does the firm seek? Write that down in the plan. 

Name target market sectors to gain a wider share 

of exposure. How many people can effectively 

develop each sector? Name them and set up an 

organization chart and place designated employ-

ees’ names along with their sector. Next, identify a 

peer organization in that sector like the AIA or ULI. 

Then look for an organization that might service 

that market sector industry. Try to identify groups 

without competitors in the membership. If target-

ing nonprofits, choose associations related directly 

to museums or botanical gardens or libraries. They 

all have specialized support associations. Now add 

that group below the peer group on the organiza-

tion chart. Look up membership costs, regional and 

national; locate the national conferences along with 

future dates. Put these related costs on the chart 

in different boxes for memberships, conferences, 

events or sponsorships expenses. 

To save time later, place researched informa-

tion on marketing plans with links to the websites 

along with the estimated charges for the market-

ing budget. In the end, this chart becomes a visual 

representation of the company’s networking effort 

as well as a means to track ROI. 

All of this work and no one has so much as had 

one nibble of cheese or a glass of wine. … No wor-

ries about which side to put the name tag (the right 

side), or how to walk up to a total stranger and get 

introduced. 

Once all of the charts, plans and organizations 

have been identified, the next step after becom-

ing a member is to join a committee as a volunteer 

and move up the ladder with the goal of reaching 

national board status. Joining committees is essen-

tial and mandatory because this approach requires 

a concentrated effort with two organizations and a 

focus on three key areas: programs, fundraising and 

finance. Offer to help acquire speakers for their con-

ferences, call on peers and solicit donations for their 

fundraisers or help with the organization’s financial 

planning. These committees offer enormous advan-

tages. Finding speakers opens avenues to leaders 

ordinarily out of reach without the full weight and le-

gitimacy of the organization. Ask for cash for a good 

cause—same thing, with the added benefit of being 

seen as a humanitarian and a community-minded, 

hard-working, collaborative player. Usually principals 

of firms direct an organization’s financial depart-

ment and this committee offers the chance to prove 

business skills. When soft-spoken, responsible 

people hold volunteer leadership positions, they 

are often asked to become board members. Each 

step provides an entry card into a world that places 

an individual with high integrity in line to be recom-

mended for work or offered projects outright. 

Another advantage to joining committees is their 

size. They consist of small groups who take in only 

a few members each year, making it easy to get 

to know everyone and become welcomed quickly. 

For a shy person, relationship networking offers a 

lucrative opportunity to develop strong bonds with 

key leaders in an industry that has been targeted 

as a firm’s market sector. And a final side benefit, 

surprisingly, comes when after working in close-

knit groups over many years, the sea of people at 

ballroom events magically becomes a room full of 

hundreds of lifelong friends and business associ-

ates. Ultimately, these newly forged friendships 

transform frightening networking events into a 

welcoming environment and a place where it would 

the right time to turn and help a new member find 

their place in the community. 

Marilynn Deane Mendell, president of WinSpin 

CIC Inc., Fredericksburg, Va., specializes in 

branding, marketing and entrepreneurship. Mendell 

is an adjunct professor at Georgetown and George 

Mason Universities. She is the author of the 

forthcoming book “Elbow Grease + Chicken Fat.”  

To learn more, visit www.winspincic.com/book.php.
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This month, I will participate in the Modern Trade 

Communications’ Webinar Series. This install-

ment focuses on several topics related to using 

metal products in LEED construction, including 

how the use of metal during construction affects 

the LEED rating system; the integration of metal 

building systems (wall or roof panels, insulated 

panels and other materials) in LEED build-

ings; the typical metal products we see in LEED 

certified buildings, and a brief discussion of the 

upcoming changes to the LEED rating system. 

However, the time we have will not be sufficient 

to have any type of rich discussion about the 

changes that LEED v4 will bring to all designers, 

manufacturers, engineers and contractors, so I 

thought I’d use this month’s column to delve into 

that topic a little bit more.  

All of the past versions of the LEED rating 

system included credit points that were achieved 

through the use of materials that were made with 

high amounts of recycled content, and additional 

points were granted if those products were pro-

duced within 500 miles from the project location. 

During that time, metal and metal-based products 

fit well into the LEED design strategy. A building 

constructed of structural steel, exterior insulated 

metal wall panel and metal studs was sure to 

achieve the two LEED credit points available for use 

of products with high recycled content. If a project 

team was fortunate enough to have the project’s 

location in close proximity to the mini mill and fab-

rication shop, they could bank on two more credit 

points for the use of locally produced materials. 

Without changing the way we designed, manufac-

tured or constructed, if these metal products were 

incorporated into a building, several LEED points 

could easily be picked up.  

Anyone in the industry who grew complacent 

during the days of easy material credit achieve-

ment may not have seen or currently see that those 

“good old days” are gone, or at least will be gone 

once the use of LEED v4 becomes mandatory for 

those seeking LEED certification for their buildings. 

This newest version of the LEED rating system 

places a higher importance on transparency. In the 

sustainability world, transparency is defined simply 

as a manufacturer’s willingness to show the public 

how and of what their products are made. 

The folks at the U.S. Green Building Council 

listened to their customers (LEED users), who were 

sending signals that tension was building in the 

sustainable marketplace. Using the recycled and 

regional credits from the older version of the rating 

system is a good example of where the USGBC 

still wants to see designers specify materials that 

are locally sourced and made with high amounts of 

recycled content. At the same time, those products 

should be produced by a manufacturing base with 

such a comfort level that they willingly communi-

cate what is in their products, and how they are 

manufactured, through transparent communication. 

In the world of LEED v4, transparent com-

munication comes in many different forms, all of 

which contain specific information pertaining to the 

product. These are known generically as Product 

Declarations, which can be seen as Life Cycle Cost 

Assessment (LCA), Environmental Product Dec-

larations (EPDs) and Health Product Declarations 

(HPDs). To make things even more confusing are 

the sub-groups within these new acronyms, like 

Product Category Rules (PCRs), Material Safety 

Data Sheets (MSDS) and simple Declarations 

(nothing more than a product label). Some of these 

products are currently being used internationally, 

and others are beginning to be used in the United 

States. 

This alphabet soup of sustainability jargon 

becomes even more frustrating when you stop and 

realize that there is no standard form for this type 

of information currently in use. Manufacturers that 

currently disclose their product information do so 

in their own way. It is no wonder why there are 

more than a few U.S.-based manufacturers that 

are holding off for a while so they can see which 

direction the trend is moving and whether there will 

be “one” standard format that all manufacturers will 

use worldwide when self-rating the level of “green-

ness” in their products. 

The USGBC recognized that there was growing 

market tension as they developed the early ver-

sions of the LEED rating system. The organization 

witnessed the current manufacturing base respond 

well to the need for more products that were 

manufactured locally with high amounts of recycled 

content. During the development of LEED v4, the 

USGBC saw a number of market trend indicators 

that communicated a growing tension in the market-

place. Venders are easily filling the current needs of 

the consumer, but as the market needs change and 

there are no new products to satisfy the “new con-

sumer,” market tension will occur and will continue 

to build until the manufacturing base satisfies the 

needs of the consumer.

LEED v4 is significantly different than previous 

versions of the rating system. The performance 

standards have become more stringent, prerequi-

sites have been added, more emphasis has been 

placed on community connectivity and, of course, 

material credits are based on transparency. Times of 

market tension can be stressful for some manufac-

turers. The savvy manufacturer has already started 

looking into EPDs HPDs and LCA for its products 

now. They are not going to allow themselves to be 

the last ones to jump on board and volunteer their 

information to the public. 

These manufacturers understand that this type 

of market tension creates opportunities for new 

products and goods to be introduced to the con-

sumer. In the end, if the market shows something is 

needed, the manufacturing base here in the United 

States will figure out a way to produce a product to 

fulfill that need. At the same time, the manufactur-

ers know that if they produce these products, the 

market will consume.

How do you better position your product for use 

with the LEED v4 rating system? Share how your 

product is made, including the base materials or 

ingredients used, extraction point and manufactur-

ing location. Providers that educate their consumer 

base about their concern for the environment 

through product declarations will find themselves 

well prepared when LEED v4 becomes the industry 

standard. 

Thomas Taylor, a 30-year veteran of the 

construction industry and noted expert on 

sustainability, is the general manager of St. Louis-

based Vertegy. His recent book, “Guide to LEED 

2009: Estimating and Preconstruction Strategies,” 

provides step-by-step information about the LEED 

2009 for New Construction process. To learn more 

about Vertegy or Thomas’ new book, visit www.

vertegyconsultants.com for more information. 
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